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Toram online leveling guide for beginners 70 years ago free

These courses come highly rated and are facilitated by Educational Engineering, a team of professionals who have successfully imparted their electronics wisdom on students over the past 13 years. The reason I went with rl bl apos was it was recommended for purple apos“INT > 235 DEX > 35 AGI > 100 RD and BL > VITThis is the revisited build for
autoskill ench, it can deal lot more damage. Which is how long 221-222 took with an exp event going on making the kills around 145k exp each which was pretty nice but seems to be over as of now. If you stuck at some point and wish to grind, look for monster that's around +-20 of your lvl since there is exp campaign running rn.For example, if your
current lvl is 227, nommar is the best for you, the bonus exp will peak at 246, plateau until 248 then drop until you reach 267. Maybe take off 500m beacause I have the strugg Dajarte already. In a event last month, 10 pieces of it were given out by Asobimo, if you have any, you can use them for a 2 days invulnerability to any monsters who would
normally attack you (unless you attack them). Also currently pushing apos RD and BL to 100 each as per the guides instruction. They’ll discover how to design workable circuits, create their own printed circuit boards (PCBs), and even get acquainted with electronics prototyping using Arduinos. Enchanters are mainly a solo class and I knew that going
in so don’t think I’m complaining about the grind it’s just that most of the guides all seem to be meant for hwiz/bish/glad/pal and not really helpful for any other class so I’m looking for a more tailored guide to have ench capability’s in mind so that I can find monsters that an ench would actually be suited to kill. Note: When you purchase something
after clicking links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. Good info on gear recs as I’m obviously not in the loop. Stats}INT (First priority after AGI 256): • For MATK (since most ench damage source is magic autoskill) • For MDEF • For MP pool • For ATK with magic swords, magic bows, and throw • For CGB ATK & MATK boostVIT (2nd
priority if you dont satisfied with your HP pool): • For more HP and survivability • For Struggler Hidden (at least 175) • For DEFAGI (First priority until 256): • For EVA and survival (for auto - attack builds, minimum MUST 256) • For ASPD • For Hiereus stats bonusDEX (Last Priority): • For 0 sec cast time of Magic Blade • For Hit rate (minimum 70
at low level) • For ATK and MATK (including via CGB) • For shorter Cast Time and Skill DelayCRT (not reccomended to add unless you know what you do) : • For critical hit rate and Critical damage (CRT ench user), so higher normal attack damage and heal from HP heal by attack gear (ex: Eraser, HCB, SSF) • For higher Magic Blade physical part
damage via Hide Attack (only at first hit)GL (after AGI 256, DEX 235, VIT min 175, and INT already capped): • for matk • for evasion, absolute evasion, and magic evasion • for magic pierceBL (if any spare point and only add if GL already maxed): • for matk • for magic pierce • for more MPThis looks like what you guys were talking about can you
verify that this is the proper stats For dmg you'd use dark helm 2s. Thanks everyone. The guide said it dealt more damage so that’s why I followed it. (You must log in or sign up to reply here.) Home Forums > Toram Online Game > Toram Online Game Guides > I’ve been looking everywhere for a leveling guide that’s specific or at the very least
includes info that’s specific to an enchanter but no dice so far. To sum my book up lol I’m looking for a Enchanter specific leveling guide that can be generalized for every enchanter but more wanting one tailored to my specs. Seriously thanks for the info guys. Oh I'm correcting my statement a little. RD and BL will give a lot of autoskill, HP max,
critical rate and will give enough ASPD to reach the max.”This is what I saw and am following. So I’m working with what I got. Guevol is 227 try if u can quick kill it. Gram is more of a situational weapon, to use against barriers. Consumer ElectronicsDeals Home Forums > Toram Online Game > Toram Online Game Guides > Discussion in 'Toram
Online Game Guides' started by Elizore, Feb 19, 2018. It messed up the way I wrote my stats and gearStr=1Int=312Vit=100Agi=35Dex=235CRT=1Apos RD=55 BL=54Weapon=Entincelle with Earth Enhancer 1Dim Sword IV with Int+7Body=Struggler with DajarteAdditional=Doggy Ears with IfritSpec=Myrica Wristlet If you aren't planning to
overcap your lvl, I suggest you do MQ. (it's approx 40m each, it's actually a lot of Spina for beginners)MQ runs should be ok if you have a Dyette book (coin item). They're cheap, you can find them in isle stalls.I would reccomend strongly for you to change your add gear's xtal sooner or later...dajarte master race. I've gone from mega to bw/nommars to
yarde and now I'm at third eye so these mobs still work. Hoping I don’t have to restart but I know that sometimes has to happen. I prefer doggy ears for more evasion.Craft guide book is beat by circle of life.About your stats, like others said, purple lines are not that common nowadays. You can still use them, but putting points in Rlb and Blb is a
waste.You can watch this video for ideas when you get to a high level:youtu.be/TCJjjo9NoBQ .....This guy is a new player why would you suggest 2s gears/End Game gears that he cant afford lol .....This guy is a new player why would you suggest 2s gears/End Game gears that he cant afford lolIf you read his post you saw he mentioned gram faw etc,
stuff he was supposedly aiming for. Home Forums > Toram Online Game > Toram Online General Discussions > Tags: curiosity newbie question research Home Forums > Toram Online Game > Toram Online General Discussions > StackCommerce Electronics engineers earn average base salaries of $107k per year. Then get your training started
with The Complete Circuit Design and Simulation Super Bundle, discounted considerably during our New Year, New You sale. If it's too hard, try beelzetor. Doggy Ears {Ifrit}Dex=235. if u are struggling to get spina try raids they are a good source of spina and also if you have a guild try asking help doing mq Oh my, why'd you put stats point on RD
and BL already? Wow wasn’t expecting a group to reply. The same logic applies to your weapon: it's suited for ifrit for the moment but if you're upgrading you have to switch it out too.With improved equips, your efficiency be it running MQ or levelling up will be way better - this should be your target for now - improve your efficiency.To get that much
Spina for equipment upgrading, do enough lv140 raids to get the various beads to craft and sell empty crysta. The exp gain per kill by this method will be greater than killing even 3i. Also the few Ench guides on here all pretty much agree you need Gram {Fred} Struggler {Dajarte} Fallen Angel Wing {Dunk} Craft Guide Book or 2s spec {agira jarma
and or Dajarte} which last time I checked was all together around 4b+ so can’t say that’s the way to earn spina haha. Are you aiming for a negate set ench? INT is for matk as our main source of power, 235 DEX is enough for cast time and skill delay, 35 AGI is enough to reach max ASPD with RD and BL. Change myrica to javalin it'll speed up
grinding but keep myrica for stone skin buff. Let me know if I need to restart due to rl/bl. This massive 19-course package provides students with a comprehensive introduction to the world of electronics. Thanks in advance and also to anyone who actually read it all the way through as I know I made a short story with a simple question. Most
enchanterd dont use blue and red ais its usually green and blue now. At lvl 224, try freedos. RD=55 Entincelle {earth enhancer 1} Dim Sword iv {Int+7}Vit=100. But in my opinion exp quests aren’t really optimal anymore and grinding seems to be the best method for leveling. Have you considered a career in this lucrative field? After you reach 227,
switch to nommar. If you're aiming for auto-attack ench that's not the recommended apostolia line.Since you put stats point on RD and BL line, I suggest using:Freesia Rodgerust/hp20%Struggler minela | D.Mail ReUp/Final-Up hp20% Snow earmuff pole/hp20%Catura talisman hp 20%Max your vit (256) this upcoming level-ups.This set is good for
grinding mobs, just turn off the auto-attack, then drain>retarget>drain>retarget just stand there and see them die one by oneI also used this set when I was doing MQ can go up to episode 3 or 4, then I sold cause I had qadal limit break.The problem with your current set is you putting stats already on the red and blue line. I suggest you to start with
50 VIT, it will help a lot. I’m hoping for a guide that has “time to kill vs exp” in mind as there is no auto attack function I can’t be on my phone for 6+hrs trying to level up at high ents lol. This build have to use 6 purple line in apostolia ( 3 red AL xtal + 2 blue AL xtal). And that’s just scratching the surface. It messed up the way I wrote my stats and
gearStr=1Int=312Vit=100Agi=35Dex=235CRT=1Apos RD=55 BL=54Weapon=Entincelle with Earth Enhancer 1Dim Sword IV with Int+7Body=Struggler with DajarteAdditional=Doggy Ears with IfritSpec=Myrica Wristletmaybe raise the agi a lil bit for more survivability also get 124? First time asking for help like this so not sure if this was the
right way to do it or not. Megas/bwarriors/nommars are all pretty much not worth it to me with megas and nommars having to much hp and bwarriors attacking to quick it balances out that high ents are safer and way easier to kill for the time and effort. So you have my stats and gear hope that helps with the guide if anyone is willing to help. I’ll keep
the raids in mind for money making. Well I dominate High ents but the exp is too low. Thanks for the +-20 tip as I had my suspicions but couldn’t find any info about an exp event taking place. Main quest is also not much of an option as I’m so far ahead of my level that I can’t even leave the towns without being slaughtered moments after entering a
map. Or, grind at bosses. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. It'll affect your end game equips. vit for max matk given by strug. My skill are all maxed out at there current 220 cap with the next few at 240 I’m stuck with what I got for quite some time. I’m level 222 at the moment and as far as I can tell all I have seen is the same exp guide
copied and pasted over and over since like 3 years ago with minor touch ups. Myrica Wristlet NSCRT=1I obviously need better gear to grind the best monsters but stuffs too expensive with Gram (best ench sword so far) being 800m+ and the best thing I can sell atm is maxhp+20% at 8-10m every 1000 kills or so. So grinding appears to be my only
option for right now. This build is recommended at high lvl by using a stefly's book. However from what I gather whats recommended at my level is High Ents, Megaroches, Baum Warriors, and Nommars. I use earth set for grinding because dark set needs a lot of autoskill to activate It messed up the way I wrote my stats and
gearStr=1Int=312Vit=100Agi=35Dex=235CRT=1Apos RD=55 BL=54Weapon=Entincelle with Earth Enhancer 1Dim Sword IV with Int+7Body=Struggler with DajarteAdditional=Doggy Ears with IfritSpec=Myrica WristletHello, it's great to see you put effort into levelling - I don't see that in many players nowadays.Since you don't have access to the
skill: qadal yet, for now you can consider using a javali bangle (spec) for faster attacks. You can still use them, but putting points in Rlb and Blb is a waste.You can watch this video for ideas when you get to a high level:youtu.be/TCJjjo9NoBQ Gram is more of a situational weapon, to use against barriers. That's also expensive high lvl stuff...your point?I
told him what is the up-to-date stuff he should be aiming for when he's high lvl.If you're referring to crescent moon 2s, that's easy to farm, even a low lvl can do it. If this is an area that you are interested in but aren’t ready to devote thousands of dollars on tuition to MIT, then this is a great alternative — especially right now, since you can get it for
just $20 during this sale without having to use any coupon codes. The Complete Circuit Design & Simulation Super Bundle – $20 See Deal Prices subject to change. Of course...you will have 2 days to mq as much as possible...get a high levelled friend for this. If you can't find EXP mob near your lvl, boss grind is the best choice.At lvl 222, try
beelzetor/veltria. However, you can still try it from lvl 15 but it will be harder. Most ench nowadays use crescent moon 2s (frederico, dajarte) or if they're rich universe 2s.Fallen angel wing is the same as gram, for barriers. BL=54 Struggler {Dajarte}Agi=35. Just need to keep at the grind. My stats are based on the Complete Enchanter Guide I found
here as the “Revised Auto Ench”.Str=1 Apos My gear is as followsInt=312. But your right when I look it up all I’m seeing on videos of high levels is bl/gr.
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